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Global health can be defined as ‘placing a priority on

improving health and achieving equity in health for all

people worldwide’ (Koplan et al, 2009). Global Mental

Health (GMH) is a distinctive field in that its research

priorities are determined by the burden of health
problems and it is rooted in the principles of global

health. Its driving philosophy is equity, and it aims to

ensure fairness in the distribution of mental healthcare

within and between populations and actively seeks to

learn from different countries. In this paper Patel

directly responds to the common criticisms invoked

regarding GMH which are: (i) the lack of biological

validity in psychiatric diagnostic categories; (ii) the
superiority of social determinants in mental health

disorders – overarching individualised biomedical

healthcare; (iii) the biased interests of the pharma-

ceutical industry in GMH; (iv) the assumptions and

claims that GMH is allegedly practicing medical

imperialism.

Three underlying assumptions dictate GMH’s ap-

proach and practice (Patel, 2003). Firstly, it accepts the
universality of mental illness and claims that Western

formulated psychiatric disorders are associated with

the same demonstrable pathology and experience

globally. Secondly, it assumes the concept of syn-

dromal invariance; the supposition that core features

of psychiatric syndromes do not vary between cul-

tures. Finally, it supports the validity of diagnostic

categories as universal constructs, although refine-
ments can be made. This new discipline of study has

attracted increasing debates and challenges to the

central assumptions made by Patel in his paper, such

as the principle that Western notions of mental

disorders can be translated meaningfully to other

contexts (Summerfield, 2013). Patel’s article is also

important in stimulating discussions about the con-

cepts of ‘equality’ and ‘diversity’ and whether they are
mutually compatible.

The core intention of GMH to alleviate the vast

inequalities in mental health worldwide is shared by a

diverse range of stakeholders. ‘Equality’ is a widely

acknowledged notion in healthcare policy. However,

there are ongoing debates as to how to better articulate

this concept. Critics have often questioned the origins

and measures of figures GMH reports regarding

mental health inequalities (Summerfield, 2012; Swartz,

2012). The association between mental ill health and

disability is well recognised, and globally exemplified
through the metrics of disability adjusted life years.

Approximately 7% of the global health burden is

attributed to mental disorders (Murray et al, 2012).

It is unclear, in GMH, how the term ‘equality’ is used,

although it appears to equate with advocating equal

opportunities in receiving mental healthcare. In ad-

dition, how GMH defines ‘need’ is elusive, Culyer

(1993) claims ‘capacity to benefit’ is better suited than
‘need’ (Culyer and Wagstaff, 1993).

Culyer and Wagstaff (1993) divide ‘equality’ into

two simple classifications: horizontal equity, meaning

persons with equal need should be treated the same,

and vertical equity, implying persons with greater

need should be treated differently than those with

lesser needs. In reference to Western settings, the

mental healthcare needs of Black and Minority Ethnic
(BME) communities are of particular concern. BME

populations have a disproportionate burden of mental

illness and remain under-represented in mental health

research. Current research appears to advocate hori-

zontal as opposed to vertical equity. Ethnographic

research has revealed differences in the presentation,

attribution, classification and prognosis of mental

disorders between different cultural groups and the
need for service provision to be cross-culturally ap-

propriate (Bhui and Olajide, 1999). However, main-

stream psychiatric literature primarily emphasises

cross-cultural similarities. The principle of global

knowledge appears unbalanced as much of the evi-

dence regarding mental healthcare, interventions,

treatments and assessments emanates from the West.

The challenge is to demonstrate that increasing the
availability of Western-type mental healthcare in non-

Western settings equates to meeting the needs of

diverse cultural groups. The current evidence-base

regarding treatment efficacy for mental disorders in

the West is contested and inconsistent and therefore

raises the question of whether any standard of mental
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health be defined universally (Summerfield, 2012).

There is a plethora of evidence signifying lower rates of

satisfaction, poorer health outcomes and a convincing

perception of mental-health services’ inability to meet

the needs of BME communities in Western settings

(Bhui and Sashidharan, 2003). Applying Western models
of mental health may be inappropriate and un-

responsive to the needs of culturally diverse groups.

Yet Patel argues that, when assessment measures and

diagnostic criteria are contextually adapted and cul-

turally appropriate, the capacity to benefit individuals

is achievable.

‘Diversity’, defined as recognising and valuing dif-

ferences in its broadest sense, challenges the current
practice of equality; treating individuals the same

regardless of differences. It undermines the assump-

tion that applying the same practice is generally valid

to all persons, and that equal care results in equal

outcomes (Dogra and Karim, 2005). Definitions of

‘equality’ and ‘diversity’ in health policy appear re-

strained by legalistic ideologies and mutual incom-

patibility: ‘equitable’ care does not mean the same
care. While public healthcare may be about services to

groups of the population, clinical care is about service

provision to individuals (Dogra and Carter-Pokras,

2005). Evidence from Western settings indicates,

although the ‘we treat everyone the same’ approach

is well intended, BME patients may require different

approaches to care to ensure comparable health out-

comes and fulfil this notion of vertical equity
compared to the general population.

Mental disorders are multifactorial, their aetiology

is heterogeneous. Environmental and social factors are

powerful determinants in the onset, progression and

recovery of mental disorders (Bhugra and Bhui, 2001).

Mental disorders are not confined to Western borders,

despite differences in presentation and terminology.

Critics have argued social, cultural and economic
determinants of mental disorders hold far more ex-

planatory power than biological determinants, es-

pecially in developing countries.

Patel (2014) asserts that expertise and principles

from other fields including cultural psychiatry and

social science have been influential in the development

of GMH. His article is one of the few to address the

criticisms of the field head on. In doing so, several
issues are raised and maybe the most important point

is that there is a need for cultural psychiatry and GMH

to work together as equal siblings in order for success

to be achieved and perhaps for cultural psychiatry to

have a stronger voice. This would enable the teachings

of transcultural psychiatry to be utilised more

effectively in GMH.
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